Abstract: In a master-slave telerobotic system controllers are inevitably implemented digitally. In addition to discretization as an outcome of digital implementation, the presence of delays in communication channels compromises stability as well as transparency. Therefore the designer has to take into account both of these factors in designing a stable teleoperator with a great degree of transparency. In this paper two impedance controllers are designed for master and slave with the objectives of delayed force and position tracking respectively. Linear stability analysis in z-domain has been applied in order to examine the effect of discretization. This also allows inspecting the influence of delay in a simple framework. Finally a plain set of rules are produced to tune the parameters so as to warrant stability with the best achievable transparency.
INTRODUCTION
In telerobotics (or teleoperation) a human exerts a force on the master robot which can be a simple joystick or a large manipulator. The motion produced is possibly scaled and then transmitted forward through communication channels to the slave-side for the slave robot to emulate. The slave robot-environment interaction force may be possibly scaled and then transmitted back to the master to be reflected to the human. Due to the inherent discrete nature of controllers the inputs to the control block ( in the middle of Fig.  1 ) have to be sampled and the outputs ( in the same figure) need to be held (e.g. with a zero-order-hold as in Fig. 1 ). The whole system is targeted to achieve a single purpose:
The human operator should feel as if he is directly interacting with the remote environment. However, sometimes the human manipulation capability is augmented through implementation of force and position scaling factors to accommodate the need to manipulate heavy objects or performing a task in nanocosm (Samadzade et al.) .
Gillespie and Cutkosky (Gillespie et al. 1996 ) described zero-order-hold and intersample threshold crossing (ITC) as two destabilizing effects as a consequence of the sampled-data nature of a haptic system. They coined the term 'energy leaks' as the outcome of the two mentioned phenomena. Leung and Francis (Leung et al. 1992) applied six low-pass filters for a digitally implemented teleoperation to stabilize it for small sampling times. Stramigioli et al. (Stramigioli et al. 2002) presented a novel theory based on port-Hamiltonian formalism which allows passive sampling-time-independent interconnection of a continuous-time and a discrete-time system. Their theory is implemented in another work (Secchi et al. 2003) to produce an intrinsically passive telemanipulation scheme in spite of digital control implementation prone to produce 'energy leaks'. Hokayem and Spong (Hokayem et al. 2006 ) address quantization and delay in bilateral teleoperation via input-to-state stability concepts and small gain theorem. Tavakoli et al. (Tavakoli et al. 200 ) derived a hybrid model of a digitally-controlled four-channel teleoperation and based on Routh-Hurwitz stability test identified stability regions by deriving bounds on local controller damping parameter, sampling time and environment stiffness .
In this paper, appropriate impedance controllers are designed for the master and the slave to achieve position coordination and force reflection to the operator. Then the controllers are discretized and a suitable pulse transfer function is derived whose poles characterize teleoperation stability. Transparency is evaluated and a set of simple guidelines for improving it is presented. Sensor resolution giving rise to quantization is ignored, though we can assume that its destabilizing effect is mitigated by unmodeled Coulomb friction.
CONTROLLERS

Continuous-Time Teleoperation
The master and the slave are assumed as 1-DOF manipulators described by relations:
The subscripts and stand for master and slave respectively.
are the manipulator link's mass and damping coefficient, is position. are the human force(torque), environment force(torque),master control force(torque) and slave control force(torque) respectively. For brevity the time index (t) is dropped hereafter. The target impedance for the master is:
And for the slave:
The bar cap indicates target value, the superscript denotes delayed signal (i.e. for instance . In this paper the forward and backward delays are assumed constant and equal to . and are position and force scaling factors. As for the slave target impedance, position coordination is the objective and fulfilled by choosing a Hurwitz polynomial for the characteristic equation.
The control laws to achieve the target impedances are obtained straightforwardly:
in which : and
Discrete-Time Teleoperation
A more accurate description of the master and the slave incorporating the discrete nature of the control efforts is as follows:
. .
in which : m s m s e s are master and slave impedances and ZOH is the zero-order-hold transfer function which is the typical digital-to-analog conversion mechanism used in a D/A interface. The star symbol denotes starred Laplace transform.
Taking starred Laplace transform from both sides in (7):
. . immediately follows:
in which denotes the z-transform. Using Tustin transformation for discretization we have: (9) where is the fixed sampling interval. For the ZOH:
By assuming delay as a multiple of sampling period the controllers are easily discretized:
where Tustin transformation has been utilized again for discretization.
STABILITY ANALYSIS
Continuous-Time Domain
To analyze stability and transparency, first one has to derive the hybrid matrix of the teleoperator which is defined as follows:
The hybrid matrix for the continuous-time domain teleoperator is obtained by using (3) and (4):
(12) To derive stability conditions for teleoperator, Llewellyn's absolute stability criterion is famous in teleoperator design (refer to Appendix A.). Absolute stability is a passivity-based approach to stability analysis and a common assumption in such approaches is passivity of terminations i.e. the human operator and the environment. Taking the passivity of human for granted is admissible on the whole. In fact Experience corroborates that human plays a stabilizing role in humanrobot interaction (Hogan 1989) . But considering the environment as a passive element is generally too conservative an assumption inasmuch as the dynamic impedance range of environment is not infinite in practice not to mention active behavior in some environments. Thus in this paper like Tavakoli's work (Tavakoli et al. 2008 ) a linear stability analysis is applied. By introducing as the impedance of environment,
We have:
This is the transfer function of the lumped block from to .The environment is modeled as a linear spring with stiffness .By substituting from (12) in the denominator of (13) the s-domain characteristic equation is finally obtained:
A few important conclusions drawn from (14) are worthy of consideration:
1) The Routh-Hurwitz stability test which is widely used for linear systems cannot be applied due the presence of delay terms. 2) When there is no delay, Routh-Hurwitz test yields the following stability condition : This reveals that the system is potentially unstable ( ) no matter how the parameters are chosen.
Discrete-Time Domain
To reduce the number of parameters involved, we prefer to perform a dimensionless parameterization according to the table below in which is a fictitious position parameter. Inserting (9), (10), (11) in (8) In the same manner as previously mentioned the zdomain characteristic equation can be derived which we will refer to it as . . from now on. If the roots of . . lie within the unit circle on the complex plane, the system is stable.
TRANSPARENCY EVALUATION
Transparency can be described as a match between the environment impedance and the impedance transmitted through the teleoperator to the operator (Lawrence 1993) . Expressing the impedance transmitted to operator in terms of hybrid parameters as: (19) is examined for extreme environment impedances, i.e.
(free motion) and (clamped in contact) and accordingly two subsidiary formulae are derived For perfect transparency we should have:
For our system it is not difficult to obtain:
The presence of frequency parameter in the above impedes drawing a straightforward conclusion about the influence of each parameter upon transparency (except for ). However (21) and (22) suggest the following simple guidelines to achieve improved transparency:
 Master target impedance parameters should be chosen as small as possible. This makes approach zero.
 should be chosen as large as possible .This increases .
 should be chosen small, while should be selected as large as possible to increase .Furthermore is suggested to be even bigger than so that smaller values for (according to the stability relation (15)) become possible.
 Selecting smaller
gives rise to better transparency by raising . Fig. 2 is a stability diagram which shows maximum stably interactable environment stiffness with respect to sampling interval. Regions above the lines are unstable and regions below the lines are stable. Target impedance parameters are selected as: . and also .The results show that lower controller sampling rates as well as delay decreases stability margins. This also reveals the fact that hard contact requires high sampling rates. To be more specific, hard contact induces fast dynamics to the system therefore small sampling intervals 'capture' the event amiss. To validate the produced results, several hardware-inthe-loop experiments were performed (Fig. 4) . The master manipulator consisted of a DC servo motor equipped with a high-resolution encoder. Its parameters were identified as . . . The slave robot is virtual and thus simulated in computer. The scenario for the teleoperation task is simple: the operator moves the master so that the slave contacts the spring-type environment at .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
and then retracts the master to nearly the initial position. Figs. 5 and 6 represent position and force diagrams. First the environment stiffness is with . and coupled stability is maintained in spite of a 0.1-second delay. Then the stiffness is raised to and the system becomes unstable. Though the operator retracts the master and thus hinders further divergence of teleoperation signals (16-17.5 sec) . This is in accordance with fig. 2 which was obtained through a solution of the zdomain characteristic equation.
Force reflection to the operator had to be shut off due to force measurement limitations in high contact forces. Even so, acceptable force tracking was verified in simulations by appropriate choice of target impedance parameters (as previously discussed).
In the next experiment the environment is a bilateral spring as much as whose connectivity is to be established constantly (as opposed to the previous case in which a simple unilateral spring_which is of course closer to reality_ was assumed for the environment). There is again a 0.1-second delay. First the sampling interval is .
, then it changes to . and finally it is raised to 0.007. The system cannot maintain its stability in the last case and diverging oscillatory behavior is observed in the position and force signals (Figs. 7 and 8) .The verity of fig. 2 is again corroborated by an immediate examination. To test the code, first the system parameters were selected as: . . . . . But the teleoperation was unstable. The code shows that selecting parameters as such:
. . . would render teleoperation stable with the best performance achievable with reference to the input parameters. Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate position and force tracking in the same experiment. 
